
MANTONG ALPHABET GLYPH DERIVATIONS AND MEANINGS
Each letter has a meaning. Why do the letters or glyphs appear as they do?

The glyphs are based on the Circle, the Solar Cross and the Spiral.
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Anima, the Force or Principal spiritual directive of all life energy. Hence 
animate, animation, animus and animal. 
Two parallel lines originating from Infinity and extending into finity and 
joined at the midpoint or hart (as is H) to form the singularity of 
masculinity (outward flow) and femininity (inward flow). The Rainbow 

Bridge between the hemispheres of the brain, the horizontal axis of the solar cross etc.
Symbol of the Holy Spirit in the Sign of the Cross of Christianity.  The “Holy Spirit” 
represents the Third Person of the Trinity, the Conjoint Actor from right to left or 
yang to yin as the vector for the flow of life energy from east to west. Interestingly, 
when the Sign of the Cross is performed, the movement of the right hand is from left 
to right. Try doing the sign from right to left.  Also English etc is written from left to 
right though Hebrew etc is written from right to left.  And time lines are always 
shown in Western math from left to right.  Are these things an inversion by the Dark 
Priesthood? Is Hebrew preserved and the Western wold thus sabotaged?  Should 
Mantong be read from right to left and the words as we now see them written around 
the other way and placed from the right to the left margins? 

E.g. should ANT
be written as

TNA
?
Is Western spelling and writing and meaning thus all rendered back to front?  Another
word in this group is TAN. NOR-TAN, TI-TAN and AL-TAN.   NAT (gnat)? 

Be. As in being, be smart etc.
A circle horizontally divided with a split axis and opened as hinged closed 
hemispheres. The Circle has opened to present a wall to the west or 
feminine (not that it needs to since energy only flows from east to west. 
But it is symbolic of an electrical diode. The line symbolises that the B is a

valve that cannot be corrupted.) and two vertical spheres – faces? – to the east or 
masculine. Energy – E - flows to spheres.  The double face – Gemini? – the infinite 
superior face and the finite inferior face, the two natures of Man, of being a Man.  
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She, see, sea.  Pronounced as a soft S – sh.
Half of an undivided circle or sphere facing east to receive like a cup 
(feminine hence “she”) etheric energy.
C has been confused with both S and K. Retained today as OCEAN, from 
which comes “sea” and “see”: see all around on the ocean. Women tend to 

see better than men.     

Degrity, disintegration, degradation, lesser.
Half of the Circle and closed, like half a B and thus a lesser consciousness.
With its face to the east it is bathed in the flow of etheric energy and like B
is closed to energy entering from the outside. Masculine. 
One of the most critical glyphs in the alphabet.  The Dark Priesthood has 

swapped it with its opposite T for tegrity or integration in many modern spellings. 
E.g. with God replacing Gott or Goth.

Energy. 
In the diagram below is an ancient ruinic symbol for energy retained in 
ancient Greek form. Etheric energy travels from east to west and is 
represented by an arrow head pointing west. Electromagnetic energy 
travels from north to south on the outside of a sphere, and south to north 

along the interior N-S axis. 
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Fecundity, the strength of life force or anima and the power of 
reproduction and love.  May also be called love.
We see F in “fem” and “fe” (female and felion e.g..) Interestingly, as I 
postulated under “A” above, is Mantong back to front in modern Western 
language? In the Kolbrin, Eve is written as Maeve. Is “Maeve” a 

corruption of Mef? Energetically, the M is at the start of the word and the F at the end.
For the word must denote Man (M) at the start.
FEM
Becomes

FEM
Read from right to left it is said as we would say MEF (pron. meef). 
Like some of the other glyphs, the English letter is not quite the same as the original 
glyph.

Originally it was the 
Solar Cross with a 
protective roof like the 
roof on a home. 
Nurturing, lovely, 
fecund. The Cross 
represents wholeness.

Generate, generation, genesis and gene. Also genii. Great (create), grate. 
Pronounced as in “grate” or “gain”, not as a J.
A semicircle open to the east with the blocking line or Axis Mundi shifted 
down as a regulating gate to form a grate. Feminine. 

In the diminutive form it is represented with a tail curling clockwise in the flow of 
energy from the east but has become closed at the gateway (g).  

Human. More than just the creature, Man imbued with HU, hue or colour. 
The H is two vertical axes parallel, two identities standing side by side and
connected with the horizon bridge at the mid point or hart. Like in A, F 
and in the Solar Cross (T) , the H has the hart line.  The synthesis of spirit 

and matter.

Identity. The identity of anything made by Man or Gott.  The foundation of
Man’s ego. Pronounced always as the hard I as in “tile”. The soft I is 
actually a Y as in “synchronise”.  
A single vertical axis, the Axis Mundi of the Solar Cross or erect spine of 
Man.

The confusion of I with Y in modern language is such that Y has almost been 
obliterated as a vowel.
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Jump. Pronounced from DG.
DG - the faces opposing each other while forming a crossing or connection
between charged surfaces (as in Van der Graaf). D masculine or yang and 
G feminine or yin. D for degeneration and G for generation. A circuit, a 
“jump start”.  The N-S axis with a tail spiralling clockwise with the energy

from the east. Do the two hemispheres of D and G cancel each other? The identity 
flowing with and connecting to etheric energy. J was only recently introduced to the 
Alphabet.

Kinetic as in kinetic energy or kinesiology. Moving.
The Axis Mundi into which is pointing an arrow representing etheric 
energy movement from east to west.  The pole is the reference grid that 
defines amplitude and wavelength with the diagonals whose extremities 

reach to the poles. 
K has often been confused with C via Latin.

Life, the manifestation of anima.
Originally it would have been the Axis Mundi with a base. The axis made 
invincible like that of F only foundational rather than above as a roof. Life 
and fecundity are two peas in a pod.

Man the creature, Homo sapiens.
The diminutive form is the proper glyph. It is a double n (ninny). 
The adult ninny or spirit infused ninny, the ninny with the dual 
nature rather than single nature like an animal or plant ninny.
Two northern open hemispheres side by side. 

See Nn.
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 Ninny, baby, seed, spore, child.
The diminutive form is the proper glyph.
A single open northern hemisphere. The flow of energy north to 
south and south to north is electronic – electromagnetic and 
electrical. This represents a creature as electrochemical and 

electromagnetic i.e. the corporeal body. The cup is designed to receive the energy 
from the south (feminine), which is the energy through the core of the sphere. It 
buffers away the energy from the north, the emitting end, masculine.

Orifice, birthing opening, origin, source.
The Circle representing the definition of a wold or universe. It contains the
Solar Cross. Also egg or ovum. And sac. “Out of the bag.” The central 
letter in GOT. Infinity and eternity too. Orbit, orb and oidal – toroidal.

Power, strength, potential. 
The north half of B. North is masculine and superior or primary. Power is a
primary principle of being or existing.

Quest, question, query.
A spiral of electromagnetic energy is passing through the orifice on its 
quest along and around the circular magnet. A question is always a quest 
or heroic journey around the universe.

Roar, raw. Raw emotion. Primal. Pronounced rrr with “rolling” as in Norse
language.
P with a leg, a line between infinity and finity. But only one, the eastern or 
masculine leg, the power leg, the right leg.
Rrrr is the sound a growling Man or animal makes. It has a powerful 

naturally balancing effect in the hart where it connects on the Axis Mundi at its 
infinity point. 

Spirit, spiral, sine, serpent, soul, Sol. Pronounced as hard S - sss.
S and C have been much confused.
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Tegrity, wholeness.  
The two meridians or axes signifying coverage of the interior of the 
whole sphere. 
The Solar Cross is more accurately represented by the diminutive form 
with no tail.  

You, outer identity, objectified. Pronounced as in “une” and “put”. 
The southern and feminine hemisphere receiving masculine 
electromagnetic energy. The physical identity is feminine.
The southern partner of Nn. The adult half of the sphere. Thus woman is 
the adult compared to the man and she supports him.

U and A are often confused.

Vital, vim, vigour.
An arrow pointing south indicates masculine or outer electromagnetism.
Vitality is a manifestation of masculine strength or power.

Double you (uu). Two objectified feminine identities connected, 
a twin. 1x1=1, 2x2=4, 3x3=9. The effect of the parts is a square 
of the sum.

Equinochial Crossing of the ecliptic. The Solar Cross in equinox rather 
than solstice, thus rotated 45 degrees.
Crossroads that require choice. Change of direction. Crossing of the 
ecliptic or equatorial plane.
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Why, reason.
A three way grid in the circle. Three represents tevinity. The Wisdom 
of Gott. The diminutive why has a tail.

Zero.
A reverse S. It cancels out the sine wave of Sol to cause a flat line, a 
nothingness, darkness. 
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